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Vodka in Sweden Started aS a diStilled Spirit called bränVin in 
the fifteenth century. one of itS original purpoSeS waS for 
the making of gunpowder; the other purpoSe waS medical. 
bränVin literally meant ‘burnt wine’ made from grain or 
imported wine. in the Sixteenth and SeVenteenth century, 
Vodka had been Sold in pharmacieS aS medicine to cure 
eVerything from colic to the plague. the abSolut Vodka 
bottle iS actually Shaped like a traditional medicine bottle 
without eVen a label So the clear contentS could be ViSible.

the vodka brand was introduced into 
the global market in 1979 and soon 
much of absolut’s fame is due to its 
long-running advertising campaign,
created by advertising agency tbwa, 
based on the distinctive bottle shape. 
having started around 1980 with 
photographer Steven bronstein, 
and with more than 1500 ads, the 
ad campaign is the longest running 
ever. the ads frequently feature an 

absolut bottle-shaped object in the 
center and a title “abSolut ____. 
by 2000 absolut advertisements 
were recognized the world
over for their stylish, humorous, and 
innovative attributes. as people 
began collecting the ads, analysts 
observed that the brand had become 
an advertising phenomenon. more 
importantly, sales of absolut were 
increasing rapidly over the years. 

in 2000, V&S reportedly sold 7.3 
million cases world wide, an increase 
of 2.5 million cases since 1995.
its relationship with art began in 
a big way in 1985 and the famous 
association with the art world came 
about unplanned, although this 
seems unimaginable now. it was 
over a dinner with michel roux, the 
importer of the vodka in the uS that 
andy warhol offered to paint his own 
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interpretation of the already famous 
absolut bottle. the work of art was 
unveiled in 1985, accompanied by 
a great deal of attention and was 
disseminated to the public in a 
magazine advertisement. warhol was 
to become roux’s link to the art world 
and handpicked new artists were to 
provide personal interpretations of 
the brand name and the bottle.

the relationship with art was to spread 
throughout the world and the link with 
absolut Vodka became something of 
a prestige for both curators and artists. 
when the wei-ling gallery first opened 

in 2005, its inaugurated exhibition was 
18@18 and this became a constant 
theme of the gallery over the years. 
in 2010, it teamed up with absolut 
Vodka to present ‘absolut 18@18’. 
the artists who were to work on 
the project were regarded by the 
gallery as those at the cutting-edge 
of malaysian art, most of whom were 
relatively young. the artists featured 
represented a cross-section of the 
malaysian community representing a 
variety of expressions, from installation 
of a kind of jukebox by annabelle 
ng to carpentry by anurendra 
Jegadeva. there were themes that 

tied the implications of alcohol with 
the body as depicted by al khuzairie 
in an installation and by chen yen 
peng in a painting. there were social 
commentaries made by yau bee ling 
and gan tee Shing. chin kong yee 
used architecture as commentary 
and wong chee meng captured 
layered space with a glass of spirit 
as centre of attention. hamidi hadi 
and cheong tuck wai captured 
atmosphere in their paintings, with 
only grazing reference to the theme. 
yim yen Sum depicted integration 
using pieces of fabric and textiles 
from the walls of a historical building. 

choy chun wei created architectonic models 
which had strong urban characters, which 
assumed that the theme had an urban 
character. chee way showed an absolut bottle 
in the context of an out of world hallucinating 
experience. faizal Suhif commented on the 
kind of creature that would hold a bottle of 
spirit – one that is perhaps primordial. che 
eng hong showed a series of transformation 
in a very skilful way of painting. Stephen 
menon who was trained as a graphic designer 
had a graphic way of providing symbols in an 
interpretation of spiritual blindness. ivan lam’s 
installation was a construction of a light box 

that brings the audience to a cerebral state.

they were the individual works of free minds 
working without boundaries and the variety 
of interpretation spoke volumes about 
the nature of creativity and collectively, 
it became an intriguing exhibition. 

above all that, each artist worked their art 
on the absolut bottle and made the bottle 
into individual works of art. the variety and 
fecundity of the artists’ minds brought the 
plain bottle into another dimension. the 
results of the work on the bottles reinforced 

very obviously the bond between absolut’s 
intention with the art world and the gratitude 
that the art world has for the opportunity given 
to it. this had benefited both ways – while the 
brand got the promotion it craved, the artists 
got the opportunity to vent their creativity.

this was a message to industry as a whole 
- that magnanimity towards the world of art 
could have more than a direct benefit to the 
product. the way in which the brand had now 
etched into the psyche of the consumers is in 
itself an invaluable benefit of this symbiosis. O
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